
CARE
Forming a circle, we each position ourselves facing the next person’s
back. We rub our hands together to create heat, and give and receive 
energy placing our hands close to the head, neck, shoulders, arms, back,
etc., of the person in front of us. Turning in the other direction, we repeat
the action. Then, we break the circle formation, form pairs, and repeat the
exercise.

In pairs, one person activates the other’s body using a light touch of the
 fingertips, without applying the palms, and without massaging. After a
 certain amount of time, we switch roles.

In a circle formation, we give whole body energy massages, first to the
person to the right, then to the person to the left.

In pairs, shake the other person’s body, first the limbs (arms, legs), and
then the rest of the body. It should be an enjoyable shake, not a violent
one. The idea is that whoever is being shaken lets their partner move 
them like a puppet.

Being a knot. Taking each other’s hands we form a circle, and without 
letting go we start to entangle ourselves until we become a knot. While 
knotted we can try to move toward another point in the space, slowly 
or quickly, lower ourselves to the ground and get up again, jump, etc.—
whatever the knot decides. After a while we unknot ourselves, 
but without letting go of our hands.

These are just some of the ways we experience preparing for care and 
caring. The idea is that each neural group adds other exercises. Touching 
the other group members’ bodies requires trust and consent. This is why 
we apply heat to our bodies without touching in the first care activity 
described here. This subtle movement allows us to familiarize ourselves 
with the other group members, and open up to trusting them and allowing 
ourselves to be touched.

As the neural group may be made up of people who already know and 
trust one another, each group decides the order of the care exercises.

CHOREOGRAPHIC ACTIONS 

Weight shift-fall-recovery. In this exercise, people can be grouped close 
together or spread out in the space. Using our bodies, we shift our weight 
from one leg to the other, or thrust our torso forward and backward. This is 
just the beginning. As we shift our weight, we are actually trying to take the 
body to its fall resistance point. When it can no longer resist, the body falls 
in the direction of the shift in weight, but this fall immediately leads to a 
recovery. This usually means a change of direction and prompts the next 
weight shift-fall-recovery. This exercise requires a great deal of group 
listening about weight, fall times, and recovery.

Murmuration. Evoking a flock of starlings is one way to move through 
space together. How does this murmuration interact? How is 
leadership transferred? How do we go about creating the routes? 
When does the murmuration spread out and come back together? All 
of this is part of the collective exploration process.

Soundscape. Inspired by childhood memories of sounds, by open spaces, 
by afternoons of play, and by ways of communicating with other people 
and with space without using verbal language.

Knot. The knot is part of the care score, but we also believe it is an 
enjoyable and playful choreographic action in itself.

A dance. A great rave, a “Caballo de rodeo” line dance, a dance at a fair, 
a huge party where we dance altogether to our favorite s

PERCEPTION

Expanding the gaze. Each person choses where to locate themselves in 
the space; the aim is to span the entire place. From where they are, each 
person will try to see as far as they can to their horizon, see what is in the 
middle distance, and what is closest to them. This action is repeated 
around three times. Then, each person will search with their gaze for 
whoever is furthest away from them, and observe them.

Expanding our hearing. After taking part in the previous exercise, each 
person closes their eyes and repeats the same actions, but using their 
sense of hearing.

In pairs facing one another, one person walks forwards leading and 
guiding the other who is walking backwards. To begin with they walk with 
one person’s hands lightly touching the other’s body, and then they begin 
to let go. The guide instructs which direction to walk in and how to avoid 
obstacles, as well as when to stop. The person walking backwards looks 
openly toward the horizon and pays attention to sensations in their back.
 After five minutes, they switch roles. This is an exercise in mutual trust.

The neural group forms a large circle. One at a time, members of the 
group walk backwards around the inner circumference of the circle to 
continue working on sensations in the back of the body. Whoever is 
walking backwards keeps their gaze toward the front at all times, and 
allows their peripheral vision to sharpen. The neural group uses their 
hands to support and guide the person as they pass by, so they feel cared 
for and contained.

In pairs, move the body backwards, quickly zigzagging in lines for a 
distance of 5 to 8 meters. Two group members wait at the edge of the 
space delimited by the group to receive those who are zigzagging.

PLAY
We begin by releasing the tension in our bodies: We shake our bodies to 
relax making any sound that comes out of our mouths, lay down, crawl, 
jump, trace lines across the space.

Some Mexican schoolyard and park games are: You’re it, dodge, stop, 
springboard, donkey 16, and freeze tag. 
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Care
Be receptive to others from a place of kindness.

Perception
Re-dimension the space we live in/transit, our own corporality, and our perception of others within space.

Choreographic actions / Choreographic relationships / Choreography
Experiencing collective choreographic actions.

Games
Like schoolyard games, like those we played—or play—in the park, like when we go on a picnic.

If our aim is to trust and open up to others, propose meeting and turning 
any place into a space for play, we have to create the bodily conditions 
(trust, heightened perception, self awareness) and spatial conditions (the 
safest possible environment, plenty of space, accessibility) for this to 
happen collectively. We also have to acknowledge that everybody has 
bodily experience and inherent knowledge to contribute. This is why 
everyone is involved in creating the score. Role distribution throughout the 
process can happen either spontaneously, or is discussed by members of 
the neural group.

There are 4 exploration sections to each session of the Maravatío 
creation process, which can be sequential, or non-sequential. During the 
process, the neural group discusses and decides on their order, duration, 
or repetition.

When Maravatío happens with the neural group and invitees, the score 
structure relaxes to allow for collective spontaneity, just as would happen 
in the schoolyard or at the park. Everyone might decide beforehand that 
the score should begin with a specific action, and that the rest of 
Maravatío should happen without anyone knowing exactly which action
, game, or care exercise will follow, how long it will last, etc., and that it will 
come about through collective willingness and bodily-spatial awareness.

This choreographic score is flexible. The number of people gathered in the 
neural group, the care exercises, the choreographic actions, the games, 
preparation days, etc., can all increase, be reconsidered, and adapt 
according to the context in which Maravatío takes place. That is to say, 
this score is also the starting point for other ideas and actions to be added 
or adapted. In fact, actions, games, and presences have been added 
and/or transformed each time Maravatío has happened.

THE SCORE


